Modulation of DNA supercoiling by interaction with netropsin and other minor groove binders.
The assay of DNA unwinding by ethidium, followed by sedimentation velocity techniques, was applied to complexes of supercoiled plasmid DNA with different non-intercalating drugs which strongly and sequence-specifically bind to DNA. Compared with the behaviour of naked DNA, most of the complexes exhibit an increase in the critical EB/nucleotide binding ratio associated with the principal minimum in the sedimentation profile. Using netropsin (Nt) as the paradigm of the minor groove binders investigated, the drug-induced alterations in various structural parameters of both the relaxed and supercoiled form of DNA are described. Whereas winding number, helical repeat (both being defined with reference to a surface normal), and linking number of the superhelical DNA remain constant in our experiments, its twist number, surface twist, number of superhelical turns as well as the absolute values of linking number difference, superhelix density, and writhing number increase on binding of Nt. Correspondingly, compared with the naked relaxed DNA a higher linking number (or twist number, or winding number), a higher average duplex winding angle and a lower helical repeat have to be assigned to the relaxed Nt-DNA complex. The various minor groove binders investigated were found to differ considerably in their efficiency to alter the structure of supercoiled DNA.